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Lesson Plan

FLUS IN THE NEWS

John Myers

Topic

How well does the media report on disease outbreaks such as flu season?

Grade Level

7/8, 9/10, 11/12 as a current event

Themes

	 Environmental influences on human history

	 Present-Past-Future Connections

	 Significance of current events

Subject Area

Social Studies/History/Geography/ Science

Lesson Overview

Students do a clipping thesis in which they analyze how the media reports on diseases. To get used to 
generating their own questions rather than use the suggestions, you can use the Snowball task (see 
Appendix). The Clipping Thesis can serve as an opening for a deeper inquiry into the role of diseases in 
history (see lesson that explores this), the Spanish flu, or within a study of the Spanish flu when looking at 
media reportage.

Time Required

10-15 minutes to introduce the clipping thesis research task and a 70- minute class to share and compare 
reports as well as make conclusions based on work. Add another 10-15 minutes if the Snowball question 
generating technique is used.

Metacognitive Thinking Concept(s)

	 Establishing historical significance

	 Use primary source evidence

	 Detecting bias in the media (or any source)
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Learning Outcomes

Student will to able to:

	 generate useful questions for an inquiry

	 identify bias in media coverage of current events

	 recognize that while the news story may be the first draft of history it will not and should not be the 
last.

Background Information

Much of what we know or learn about historical and contemporary issues comes from the media. Indeed, 
the media often “writes the first draft of historical accounts”. So it’s important to learn how to analyze media 
treatment of any issue.

The Lesson Activity

Activating: 15-25 minutes

Students look at a current media story about the flu or other outbreak of disease in the news. This can 
introduce the Clipping Thesis Task. The Snowball activity (see Appendix) can be used to generate questions 
for their inquiry rather than use the samples below. 

Acquiring

Over a period of several weeks students in pairs or small groups do independent research on one of the 
suggested questions or come up with a question of their own from the Snowball.

Clipping Thesis (“Media File” is My Online Version)

A thesis is a statement about an issue supported by evidence and based on clear criteria. This can be made 
a component of the culminating end-of-unit task to be displayed or handed in or used separately if there is a 
current event that has gained the class’s interest.

1. Students either individually, in small groups, or as a whole class select a problem or issue in Canada 
or the world today they wish to explore (see Appendix for snowball technique).

2. They collect stories, pictures, or information, about the topic over a three or four week period from 
one or more newspapers (and / or weekly magazines like Macleans, Time, Newsweek, etc.).

3. They prepare an analysis which might include such aspects as the following:

	 historical background to the issue (as reported in the newspaper and in the text);

	 the perspective(s) taken by the newspaper or newspapers;

	 a weighting of the different perspectives to arrive at a defensible conclusion on the issue.  

The following are just some of the topics and questions that students may use for developing theses based 
on readings from newspapers, either hard-copy or online.
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Topic Critical Question

Diseases in the News What sorts of illnesses are being reported? Is there a 
pattern?

Role of Government How are governments, including health agencies and 
professionals such as hospitals responding? Do they 
seem to be in control of the spread of the disease or are 
they scrambling to minimize its effects?

Treatments and Technology How are treatments and medical technologies, old and 
new, affecting the spread and control of the disease?

Public Reaction According to the media are we calm, concerned, or near 
panic?

Personal Stories What do these tell us about how we are coping when 
there is a major outbreak of disease?

Applying and Consolidating 20 minutes

The results of the investigations are shared in a class discussion to demonstrate the strengths and 
weaknesses of media coverage of any event.  If the work is presented in the form of a collage of pictures, 
headlines, and stories these can be placed around the classroom and students do a “gallery walk” before 
whole-class discussion/

Materials/Resources

For more on teaching currents events see

	 http://www.educationworld.com/a_curr/strategy/strategy017.shtml

	 http://socialstudies.pressible.org/lizhoelzle/current-events

In the last century the clipping thesis strategy had students gather newspaper clippings to include as a 
portfolio or cited in an essay on an issue of concern. School libraries signed on to hard copies or increasingly 
data bases of various news media, including newspapers, magazines, television, and cable news sources. 
Many online sources are free of charge. At home or in school students can compare daily front page 
coverage from several dozen Canadian newspapers and hundreds from dozens of countries by checking 
Today’s Front Pages from Washington’s Newseum. Other collections can be found at:

	 http://www.onlinenewspapers.com

	 http://www.thepaperboy.com
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Extension Activities

The Newseum noted above could offer a global look at diseases and issues globally during flu season in 
Canada.  Among the questions that could be ask include the following:

	 What would coverage on the front pages of papers around the world say about the severity of the 
disease?

	 If seasons in the southern hemisphere are opposite to those in the north, would this also be the case 
for “flu season”?

Assessment

The clippings can be included as a portfolio, collage for classroom display, or cited in an essay.  With a rubric 
designed by teachers and students working together.
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Appendix

Snowball (sometimes called “Consensus”)

Theses and good research come from powerful critical questions. These questions should:

	 be engaging to students,

	 be connected to important curriculum goals and

	 require an informed, reasoned answer based on evidence and clear criteria for making a judgment.

Here is one way I learned from a science teacher decades ago to help your students develop good questions 
to use when developing their clipping thesis. 

The class is discussing the nature and history of diseases as a part of a unit (geography, science, social 
studies, health, etc.). They are going to use the local paper or online papers in Canada and collect stories, 
pictures, and other excerpts from the paper.

Individually each student writes down three questions they would like to answer about communicable 
diseases such as the flu?

Students pair and compare questions. They come to agreement on three questions they both consider 
important to answer.

The pairs combine with another pair. The groups of four come to a consensus on four questions they want 
answered.

The groups of four combine and come to agreement on five important questions.

Each group puts their questions on the board.

With the teacher’s help the class comes to an agreement on 5-6 important powerful questions they want 
answered about the diseases in the news such as the flu. As individuals, pairs, or small groups they begin a 
clipping file on one of these questions in order to develop a thesis to share with the class.
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